
CELTMAN! 2015 

Preparation 

I’d had a mind to have a go at Celtman! since doing a race called City to Summit in 2013. C2S  was pitched as 

a rival extreme race to Celtman!, finishing with a run over Ben Nevis. I enjoyed it, but they shortened the 

swim, and it hadn’t really inspired as much as I’d hoped. Reading posts online before it flagged up a lot of 

very positive views of Celtman! though, and thus the seed was sown.  

Celtman! is a swim bike run triathlon with ‘ironlike’ distances, on a wild course, with challenging time cut-

offs. The swim is point to point in tidal Loch Shieldaig, the bike 126 miles on a fairly remote route with about 

2200m of climbing, the run marathon length - with two options for the second half after the checkpoint 

known as T2A. If you make T2A before 11 hours you can proceed, with your support runner, up the high level 

route taking in the munro summits and main ridge of Beinn Eighe. If not you have another two hours to start 

the low level course around the back of Beinn Eighe’s giant neighbour Liathach. 13 hours after race start T2A 

closes and if you are late you DNF.  Neither run is easy. The high level route has a monster climb and a long 

scrambly ridge traverse above 3000ft followed by a long technical descent, and is rewarded with a blue t-

shirt … the low level route a white t-shirt.  

Before I could think of it though Fi put her name in the ballot for Celtman! 2014, and got a place. However 

on the day she didn’t have a great race, getting very cold on an unexpectedly slow swim, and consequently 

not really getting going properly on the bike. She missed the second cut off at T2A by minutes and DNF. I’d 

now recced the course and seen a lot more of the event though, I’d even paddled a kayak down to the swim 

start, and I really wanted a go. I put my name in the ballot in November … but when it was called I didn’t get 

a place. That was a bummer. Oh well. Then in March I was surprised with an email offering a small number 

of additional Celtman! places to fill race dropouts. I was online at the allotted time, and that was it … I was 

in!   

However I hadn’t been training for a long tri at that point … so re-jigged my frequently modified Fink plan to 

fit the limited available time and the Hoka Highland Fling, which we also had entries for. Swam a lot. Ran a 

lot. Moaned about the miserable spring limiting time on the bike. Had an awesome day running the Fling 

with Fi. Surprised myself with PBs at Strathclyde Park for swim, bike, and run, for a standard distance PB. Ran 

my age in minutes for 10k for the first time. 

My Felt TT bike wasn’t feeling very comfortable for endurance rides though. I was thinking it was lack of time 

on the bike. On a whim I had a shot on Fi’s Canyon TT bike. Decided to ride the Canyon for Celtman!, I could 

get a great long distance position on that bike. Rode a few rides of 80 miles or so. Rode over Cairn o’mount 

in a gale. Started to sustain long distance average bike speeds of 17+mph which might give me a chance in 

Celtman! A chance being a blue t-shirt!  

In no time the race day was just two weeks away, and the training tapered. Nothing more to be done! Plan 

was to head up to Torridon in the van with Fi who was going to run with me, and arranged with Emma M. to 

come along for support too. Emma was heading over to Stornoway kayaking but was due to get the Ferry 

back to her car in Ullapool on Friday afternoon. Text on Thursday from Emma’s mum, ferry strike cancelled 

all sailings on Friday and there would be no Emma. Oh well. If I made the high level route we could leave the 

van at T2A and it wouldn’t be too much of a mare once we reached the road for Fi to run back to get it while 

I ran down the glen. Be more of a pain if we had to go around the low route though. We stopped in 

Inverness on the way up at the Fiat dealer as there was a service light that needed re-set on the van. The guy 

who could do it would be back at 2pm, could we come back? Er check the registration and race briefing 



times and no, and actually we were already probably late! Up to Torridon asap and just made the end of 

registration!  

Race briefing is entertaining, but sitting on a hard wooden floor in the village hall a literal a pain in the bum. I 

took a thermarest and we sat on it next the wall. Sat next to a guy with the same idea and chatted about 

races. He’d done two City to Summits finishing 21st in the last one and clearly we were both wondering how 

this would compare … well we would find out the next day. 

Down to Shieldaig and parked up in a quiet spot on the front. Shieldaig for Celtman! has it’s own great 

atmosphere. Checked the bike and pumped the tyres. Went for a ride around the village. Ate Fi’s awesome 

puttanesca with a bottle of craft beer. Fi read while I tried to get to sleep at 2000, alarm set for 0230. Didn’t 

sleep too much, but before you know it’s 0230! 

Start 

Breakfast of two butteries, a glass of juice, and a cup of tea. Mixed feelings about whether to swim in one 

trisuit then change into a dry one for the ride, or just get on the bike. Weather was looking ok, so decided to 

change and this dictated which suit I’d swim in as one is more comfortable on the bike than the other. Went 

up to get signed in soon after it opened at 0300, issued with dibber on my right wrist and GPS tracker. Said 

hello to Stuart Brice who was racking his bike. Said hello to Robert racking his bike. Said hello to Arash. 

Racked my bike, and left my kit very professionally beside it in a tesco ‘bag for life’. Lubed my neck 

thoroughly with Body Glide. Orca 

Heatseeker vest on. Wetsuit on. Orca 

neoprene socks on. I decided just to get 

zipped up there with Fi to see the neck was 

done properly, carrying only my swim kit of 

clear goggles, a silicon hat, neoprene hat, 

and race hat to the bus. Sat on the bus next 

to Siobhan Prise, who seemed quite 

relaxed. I’d been chatting with Jamie, a 

mate of Siobhan’s dad the week before at 

swimming -  he had been riding with her on 

the ‘Three Pistes Sportive’  and predicted 

she would win Celtman! I kept quiet not 

wanting to jinx it. Shared a few thoughts on 

tactics and the tide. Siobhan’s plan was to 

swim from the front. The tide was due to be ebbing and would stream from right to left on the swim.  I 

couldn’t see much of an eddyline from the bus but planned to swim the right hand line and keep an eye on 

it. To be honest  I was mostly concerned with the Beinn Eighe cut-off at T2A: 3.2Km swim, 126mile bike, 11 

mile run … in 11 hours … could be tight …  



The bus ride is a bit of a rollercoaster and then we were at the start, a grassy field above the beach adorned 

with a line of burning torches, the Celtman! fire Logos ready to be lit, and a band of three drummers and a 

piper thumping it out. Half four in the morning and an incredible atmosphere. Stretched a bit before the 

group photo, and then the field was counted onto the beach through a gate of Celtman! flags. I like to get in 

cold water quickly, ducked under, swam to the start line and waited at the front. The water there was about 

13 degrees as predicted and felt fine. 

Swim 

Last year watching from the kayak there had been some confusion about the start horn – basically the field 

had not gone when it sounded and there had been shouts of ‘GO GO GO’ from Paul McGreal to get the 

swimmers away. This year I heard 1 minute to go called, then 30 seconds and I started my watch – it was at 

that point four minutes past five. The horn went and we were off cleanly. I quickly trended over to the right 

side of the pack and got into a rhythm of stroke stroke stroke breath left stroke stroke stroke breath right 

repeat then sight. The first Island came quickly and then you head out into what feels like the middle of the 

loch. It’s about 1600m to the next island and it is the most beautiful place to be swimming at five in the 

morning. Visibility was superb - in the water and once round the first island up the loch to the white houses 

of Shieldaig. There were quite a few very pretty jelly fish here but they were about a meter or so below in 

the clear water. A kayak came alongside my right hand side about half way across confirming I was probably 

the right most swimmer at that point. The front kayak was perhaps 50m away with a group of swimmers 

maybe 10m in front of me,  but wasn’t aware of other swimmers around me other than one guy away to my 

left. I planned to stay at the right hand side of the line in case there was much tidal flow, but didn’t notice 

much of a stream at all so decided to move left and get on this guy’s wash. No bother getting on and perhaps 

my presence spurred him on a bit because we swam together up to the group of swimmers ahead of us, past 



them, then on to another small group of three. Past them too as we approached the second Island. Up until 

this point there had been a few jellies, but now there were thousands of them and up near the surface. It 

was surreal swimming through them, very beautiful but I chose to roll left or right to clear clumps of them, 

dolphined over one or two, and tried to look ahead to avoid stroking into them. In one of the roll 

manoeuvers I got the craziest cramp in my right calf. Relax, stretch the calf while keeping my stroke rate up, 

and maybe 12 strokes later it suddenly relaxed. I was tight to the side of the Island at this point and figured 

there were probably fewer jellies out of the lee of it. By this point the exit and the crowd of supporters, the 

flags, and the burning torches were clearly visible and looking for transits I still didn’t think there was much 

of a tidal stream so just swam straight across. The bottom came into view and I swam up until my hands 

were on it, jumped up and ran up the ramp. Celtman! people tried to steady my arms to help, but I was fine 

and shaking them off to get my suit off as I ran. Zip down, and right arm out and dibbed in front of a guy 

struggling to get his dibber out from his wetsuit sleeve. 00:53:29 

T1 

A grinning Fi led me to the bike. Watch off, suit off, booties off, heatseeker vest off, Dryrobe on, trisuit off, 

dry trisuit on. As I’m getting my socks and shoes on Deziree Wilson off the Adventure show turns up with a 

cameraman and starts asking questions, and whether I was cold. It was a beautiful swim and I was buzzing, 

not cold at all! Fi asked whether I wanted a jacket or legwarmers but felt fine in trisuit and short sleeved 

jersey. I did have arm-warmers and gilet in the jersey pockets if I felt cold later, but as it happened they 

weren’t used. Helmet on, sunnies on, gloves on and I was running for the mountline. Dibbed out then on the 

bike and away up the hill out of Shieldaig. 00:4:49 in Transition. Race time 00:58:18. I was 11th Bike out of T1 

and had just over 10 hours to get to T2A. I’d budgeted 01:15:00 for the swim and T1, so was already 16 

minutes up! 

Bike 

There are a few steep hills between Shieldaig and Torridon and I just settled down and span up them 

followed by fast descents. I started watching speed and average speed on a bike mounted garmin. I’d opted 

not to wear my watch when riding (can’t see it on the aerobars anyway) and no heart rate monitor either as I 

didn’t want to feel anxious about going too hard.  As I rode up the glen and passed T2A Beinn Eighe looked 

wild shrouded in cloud. Wondered what time I would be back here in the afternoon. To have any chance of 

making the T2A cut I needed to be at T2 before 2pm! Only 110 miles or so to go! 

There was a headwind up Glen Torridon and it had started raining quite heavily (why did I waste time 

changing into a dry trisuit?) but once into the glen average speed crept up 16mph … 17mph. A few bikes 

went past. Mostly disk wheels and pointy 

hats but one guy on a road bike sans aero 

bars. Then unbelievably a tall guy in a 

yellow shirt on a tri bike with a disk wheel 

(later revealed to be Heiko Sepp, finished 

equal third) undertook me on the left hand 

side. There wasn’t room and he was in the 

ditch and heather at the side of the road at 

20mph before re-gaining control. I was 

astounded and pointed out ‘quite clearly’ 

that we ride on the left, and pass on the 

right in Scotland! He was swearing in what 



I’m guessing now was Estonian, but I presume that he also realised his error! 

Through Kinlochewe was really fast, no wind here to speak of, and  the average speed crept up … 18mph 

then 19mph. Trucking. Felt good. Eating and pedalling. Fi’s bike is very comfy, very steady, fast. Eating and 

pedalling. Every 20minutes get something down. Flew along to the end of Loch Maree and Fi passed in the 

van. Passed a guy supporting someone in a previous blue Celtman! finisher t-shirt and I thought nice shirt, I’d 

like one of those please. There is a long draggy climb from the end of the loch and Fi was waiting at the top 

with bottles and food. Handover was fast then very fast down to and through Gairloch, enjoying the steady 

handling of Fi’s bike.  In my mind I’d split the ride into four 30mile legs. First leg was in the bag with average 

speed at 19.5mph. 

The rain in Torridon had dried up and the section around the coast was warm and sunny with a bit of a 

crosswind. The road here was also kind of up and down. Fi’s bike has 53/39 chainrings but she has a long 

cage rear mech to run a big sprocket and I 

was glad of it here. I was trying to keep a 

tally of number of bikes passing, but as 

people stopped for support it became a bit 

tricky, I leap frogged with a French guy, 

conversation passing limited to him saying 

“French”. Coming up one of the longer 

winding hills Marie Meldrum passed me 

powerfully on a road bike, standing up and 

driving such a big gear that she pulled one 

cleat out the pedal. Fi was beside the van at 

the top, I took a peanut butter roll without 

stopping, pleased to have something 

savoury after energy bars but difficult to 

eat or hold on the descent down the other side.  Rounding a headland I could see the MV Isle of Lewis 

steaming past the Summer Isles, presumably with delayed Emma on board. The miles rolled past, second 30 

mile leg complete with speed average varying between 17.5mph and 18.5mph on the long descents and 

ascents to Dundonnel.  Passed Phil Edgley supporting at the side of the road here, as I was stuffing my face 

with a bar. In fact I think every time I saw Phil I was stuffing my face. Ride and eat. Eat and ride.   

Fi was waiting near the start of the big climb out of Dundonnel. I got off the bike for a quick wee as she filled 

up my top tube tuck bag with bars and I asked her to stop again with bottles at the top. Spinning up the long 

drag of the hill the average speed dropped to 16.9mph. This was the slowest it fell to on the ride. Picked up 

full bottles at the top before the road opened up for a really quick section to the Corrieshalloch gorge. 

Passed a couple of bikes and felt safer off the aero bars. Right hand turn on to the A835 and trucking again 

with a tailwind and passed two more bikes for my quickest five mile split at exactly 12 minutes. Passed 

another couple of bikes going down by Ben Wyvis, the road surface here the only rough section on the entire 

ride. More traffic though, because of the strike delayed ferry arriving in Ullapool I guessed. More traffic is a 

bit disingenuous, up until this point the only traffic had been Celtman! support vehicles.  

Into the last quarter now and I remember I went through 100miles at 17.8mpg average, then sooner than 

expected I was at the second right hander before Garve. Up the hill and there was Fi for the last support 

stop. I’d worked out a schedule to get me to T2 by 2pm with different average speeds, and Fi was happy  

that I was on my fastest schedule. 21 miles to go. Stiff headwind for 21 miles but mostly flat. The bike was 



comfortable though and I was still spinning away on the aerobars. Passed another three or so bikes, two of 

them road bikes not going so well into the wind.  

There were also now lots of supporters at the roadside and I was leapfrogged by Vera Bacon and Phil 

Edgeley a couple of times, so guessing Robert and Laura Sarkis not far behind me.  Left turn at Achnasheen 

and the headwind was now enough to test good humour. I sang the proclaimers ‘I’m on my way …’ into the 

wind but it was also more uphill than I was expecting here too until finally dropping down and speeding up 

towards Achnashellach and T2. 

Approaching the transition it looked like 

chaos with support teams trying to park 

but I weaved through the cars until a 

marshal saw me and stopped the traffic, 

into the little ring and up the sharp hill 

into T2 and there was Fi waiting in front 

of the crowd at the dismount line, taking 

the bike as I dibbed in. Man that was a 

great ride.  126 miles of beautiful roads 

and just five junctions!  

I had been riding for 07:17:16.  

Race time was now 08:15:34.  

I was feeling pretty good and in with a shot for the cut-off at T2A! 

T2 

T2 was nice and quick. Fi had my shoes and pack with mandatory kit ready and it was helmet off, cap on, 

shoes off, running gaiters on, runners on, cycling jersey off, GPS tracker out of cycling jersey and into 

backpack, t-shirt on, pack on. Fi helped clip the gaiters into the shoes - designed to work together but a bit of 

a faff to get the clips on. Once on they keep crap out very nicely though.  I had been riding without a watch, 

so GPS watch back on and started it just as I dibbed my way out in 00:03:32, grabbing a couple of cheese 

oatcakes as I left. At that point I was in 32nd position. 

Run 

The Coulin pass starts with a long flattish switchback, before climbing steadily up 230m to a col. From here 

it’s downhill or flat the remaining 8 miles or so to T2A at the foot of Beinn Eighe. I’d been there the week 

before to recce it on a mountain bike. It had taken me 1 hour 19 minutes to bike through from T2 to T2A. 

I stopped for a wee at the first bend, and a guy ran past. Up the first hill I was run/walking and Robert passed 

with his support runner. Didn’t say much. Another two guys passed me near the col. The deer fence had a 

large puddle under it, and then it was downhill. I think my walk/run strategy up the hill was a good choice 

and legs were now ready to go, and I had fun down the descent, saying hello but not stopping as I passed the 

first of the aid stations, rather bizarrely located like a cake stall out there in the wilds of the pass.  

One of the guys who had passed me was now legging it behind a hillock presumably to relieve himself, and I 

overtook the second guy further down the hill. A big Norwegian guy caught me up and we chatted a bit, he 

was sceptical the mountain would be open, as there was still a lot of low cloud, but at this point it started to 

clear up quickly. The route up to the ridge suddenly appeared and I pointed out where we would go. Oh 



F*ck! he replied. It is a dramatic view. I was however concerned about the time, still focussed on the 11 hour 

cut. ‘We have plenty of time I think’ my Norwegian companion assured. Wished him a great day and he ran 

on. The Coulin pass is a stunning place, and I was enjoying the running. 

I passed a guy going the other way saying ‘congratulations, you are in 34th place’. I passed two very cheerful 

and very loud Celtman! Support crew at the second aid station at the junction before the first Loch. I passed 

a guy with cramp and his supporter 

pushing a mountain bike.  On around the 

singletrack by the first Loch. Guy with 

cramp comes back past me. The two guys 

I’d passed on the descent come back past 

me. Passed the lodge and onto the tarmac 

road past the second loch. Running here at 

8:30-9 minute mile pace.  Enjoying the 

view.  I think at this point I should have 

been focussing more on food though. My 

thought processes started to go a bit pear 

shaped as I pondered the cut off. I looked 

at my watch and it said 1:46. For some 

reason I started thinking I had to get to T2A 

by four minutes past 1400 (race started at 

four minutes past 0500). This was an error, 

I had till four minutes past 1600 … the error was compounded or initiated by thinking my watch was reading 

1346. It was actually showing me how long I’d been running – 1 hour and 46 minutes! 

I ate a gel and ran on, out of the Coulin pass and onto the Torridon road. Because of my inability to 

understand my watch I had some anxiety I was going to be close to the cut off! Support cars came into view 

after a mile or so and then up a hill and round the corner and there is T2A. Ran up and dibbed in, thinking 

whew just made it! In fact I’d taken 01:59:18 to run the pass, race time was 10:18:24 and I had 42 mintues to 

spare … but I didn’t quite realise this until we were half way up the hill and lots of people continued to come 

out of T2A following us! Doh! 

T2A 

Being at T2A in time was great though. You have a mandatory kit check and hold for 2 minutes. I glugged a 

can of Red bull, ate a sandwich. Phil Edgley was there and Laura Sarkis arrived just as our 2 minute hold was 

up. Fi had the extra kit mandated for the hill in my pack and I took poles too, and then off again, but now 

two of us! 

The Mountain 

At this point however I was just walking! The climb from here is a monumental steep 870m straight up! The 

weather however was definitely improving and all the tops cleared and the sun came out. Laura Sarkis came 

past quickly, on a mission. We marched on. In the corrie below the ridge it was very windy, and I put on my 

top and a warm hat. We marched on.  Up the headwall there was a rockfall above us, and a big stone went 

whizzing by maybe 10m away. Wow, that was close.  A bit stunned and realised too late we should have 

warned ‘below!’ to the people in the corrie, but luckily it missed everyone. We marched on, and eventually 

the ridge came along with a couple of cheerful marshals. 



I’d been here twice before: in 1989 in winter 

when it had taken quite a while to front 

point up with an Irish guy and tunnel the 

cornice to get on the ridge; and last year 

when Fi and I had failed to go any further 

due to gale force winds. This time however 

the wind was strangely calmer on this bit of 

the ridge than in the corrie, and we 

proceeded to the checkpoint without 

trouble, dibbed, and took in the amazing 

views. The climb up to the first summit had 

taken 01:30:39. 

Past the last potential cut-off I was now 

pretty confident of a blue t-shirt. The way 

off was onwards to the second summit! We 

really enjoyed traversing the ridge, the 

situation is dramatic and the views stunning, 

and we stopped a couple of times to take 

some photos. The guy I’d sat next too at the 

race briefing, Adam Maxwell, came past 

here, and we could see runners ahead and 

behind. What looked very scrambly and 

exposed in the distance was dramatic but 

pretty reasonable up close.  

Relentless forward progress was needed though, a blue t-shirt would be fine but it would be nice to not get 

the last one! A piper struck up a tune from the first summit as we were about half way along. This was an 

awesome place! 

There is a wee traverse to the col below the second summit which was muddy and needed a bit of care,  

then it was rocky terrain past the top of 

the scree chute into Coire Mhic 

Fhearchair; then up again to Ruadh Stac 

Mòr. As we went past the MRT guys 

marshaling at the top of the chute one of 

them gave us a ‘ding ding’ and we realised 

we were both wearing Fling t-shirts. Hope 

it gave him as much of a laugh as it gave 

us!  

From there to the summit was shorter 

than it looked, but it was very very windy 

at the top.  



Dibbed as quickly as the wind would 

allow. The traverse had taken 01:10:02. 

The marshal said something to me and 

smiled but I couldn’t hear anything for 

the wind, and then it was back down to 

top of the scree chute. We had never 

seen this in clear weather and the rock 

architecture of the triple buttress and 

the crag above the chute is 

breathtaking. Down we then went with 

a few other teams. At this point my 

quads were pretty stiff and my agility 

was low! …, which gave Fi time to take 

more pictures …. but the chute itself was 

fun too. Down down down to the end of 

the scree. Stopped to empty the 

chuckies out of shoes  (gaiters or not) 

before proceeding to try and find a way 

to the loch. Navigation here, even in 

good weather, was tricky. There was no real path and the terrain required lots of teetering over boulders 

and rocks. I was glad of the poles. The path re-appeared at the lochside and we followed it around to a 

checkpoint, then on down. Down down 

down. It is a long way to Coire Mhic 

Fhearchair! Eventually we came to a 

second checkpoint of more cheerful and 

enthusiastic marshals, congratulating us 

as we passed. This is where the low level 

route heads off around Liathach, and we 

passed a few runners going the other 

way. Down down down, for ever down. 

Eventually the road then the Ling hut 

appeared and we were off the hill. Midge 

hell here though! A marshal got out of a 

car wearing a midge hat and checked off 

my race number. Fi took my bag and poles 

and headed left to retrieve the van from 

T2A, and I took the GPS tracker in my back 

pocket and headed right on the last leg 

down the glen to Torridon, thinking ‘I 

need to run faster than the midges!’ 



The final leg is about 5 miles and I jogged down the road at 11-12 minute mile pace, every passing car 

flashing lights and cheering! Two runners and their support overtook 

me, but I was happy at my own pace. A French guy came past with 

I’m guessing his significant other stopping her car every couple of 

passing places to sing loudly out of the window in a fantastic French 

accent: ‘We are the champions’ .. I‘m not sure though that he 

appreciated it at this point.  

I really wanted to take in the stunning surroundings in peace and 

quiet and stopped for my final wee of the race, and then there was Fi 

coming back up the road to run in with me.  

Pleased to still be running, and nearly there ...  a boy piping at the 

Torridon turn off, then around the beach, past the shop, up the hill, 

folks clapping as we go past … and there are the flags, cheering, a 

shake of John Whittaker’s hand … someone opened and handed me 

a bottle of Celtman! Beer. The Finish.   

 

The descent from Ruadh Stac Mòr to Torridon had taken 03:45:38 

Total time 16:44:43 

Great beer 

Top support from Fi Xx 

Epic day out 

  

Siobhan did win the race, and smashed the women’s record too! 


